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ABSTRACT

Mixboard is a web / iOS application that allows music lovers
to create and share personalized musical mashups. The app
allows users to choose and organize up to four songs within
four different lanes. The system automatically separates
the songs’ sources into corresponding stems, calculates an
appropriate tempo and key for the mashup, and chooses
song segments according to users’ visual creation. Unlike
other professional applications used for mashups, Mixboard
does not require experience with Digital Audio Worksta-
tions (DAWs) or waveform editing and supports unlimited
library of usable songs. In a co-creative fashion, users can
explore their creativity while the system contributes its own
creative input utilizing Music Information Retrieval (MIR),
Digital Signal Processing (DSP), and compositional tem-
plates. User studies were conducted to evaluate Mixboard’s
success in achieving an effective balance between system au-
tomation and user control. Results indicate strong metrics
for user creative expression, engagement, and ownership, as
well as high satisfaction with the final musical outcome. Re-
sults also suggest a number of modifications to the balance
between user control and system automation, which will be
addressed in future work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mixboard is designed to allow novice music lovers to in-
tuitively create high-quality mashups. The application is
designed as a co-creative agent that contributes to the mu-
sical decision making, rather than giving the user full con-
trol. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) handles both low-level
computational tasks such as source separation, segmenta-
tion, tempo and key detection, stretching, and transposi-
tion, and high-level artistic tasks like selecting musical seg-
ments and suggesting compositional structures. While pro-
viding low level, tedious and musically informed tasks which
users may not be familiar with, the system is also designed
to inspire users’ creativity through compositional ideas they
would have not otherwise been exposed to.

2. RELATED WORKS
Professional musicians have traditionally used applications
such as Ableton Live, and others [9] to create mashups
which provide users with analysis and processing tools, such
as beat and key detection, automatic tempo and transpo-
sition. However, these apps require significant experience
with waveform editing through a sophisticated GUI. This
lends to a lengthy process, and the outcome is fully depen-
dent on the technical skills and musical talent of the users.

Over the last two decades, researchers have tried to ad-
dress these difficulties by developing apps that simplify the
mashup process for novices.

Systems like AutoMashUpper [1] and PopMash [12], pro-
vide users with a ”Mashability” index by analyzing input
songs and suggesting songs based on similar musical fea-
tures. However, two systems are either non-intuitive or too
basic, making it difficult to strike a fair balance between
user control, technology and creativity.

Earlier systems such as Massh! [11], allowed users to
collect and mashup loops but did not include commercial
songs, nor did they provide any other creative input. Beat-
Sync-Mash-Coder [4], for example, allows users to upload
audio segments to a web interface. The system performs
beat tracking, phase vocoding, and alignment for mashing
up. Still, users have no creative control over the mashup
structure, nor a visual representation of their creation.

MixMash [8] provides a proximity map to assist users
in choosing ”mashable” audio segments based on harmonic
compatibility and other metrics. This visualisation, how-
ever, is not geared for the creation process.

None of these related works allow users to mash up com-
mercial songs or offer automatic support in converting com-



Figure 1: Mixboard rendered on the iPad Pro 11 inch (left), iPhone 14 Pro (Top Right - Light Mode, Bottom Right - Dark
Mode showing short mashup)

positional ideas into coherent songs. This was addressed
by Harmonix commercial application DropMix [3]. This
game provides physical RFID cards representing commer-
cial songs and allows users to mash them up using gamified
challenges. Still, DropMix is restricted by a small set of
preloaded songs and does not provide users with creative
input in structuring their mashups.
We identified a ”white space” for Mixboard in the inter-

section between sophisticated professional applications and
simplistic commercial apps for novices. Our goals are to im-
prove user engagement by offering commercial songs, pro-
vide an intuitive visual canvas-like interface where users can
organize and manipulate chosen songs, and offer an effective
balance between automation and user control that would
surprise and inspire users while providing them with own-
ership over the final outcome.

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on the aforementioned motivations, we defined three
research questions to be addressed in our project:
RQ1 : How can we create an intuitive music mixing interface
for novice users that is easy to use and engaging?
RQ2 : What is the balance between system automation and
user control that will be preferred by novice users?
RQ3 : How can DSP and MIR tools be leveraged to generate
automatic mashups that consistently create coherent and
pleasing mashups?

4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Mixboard consists of a front-end user interface and a back-
end server. For the front-end, we implemented a web app,
and an iOS app (explained in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2).
Users can choose up to 4 songs from either a pre-processed

library (discussed in section 4.1.1) or from Spotify. They
can add any combination of these songs to any of the lanes
on the canvas. Figures 1 and 3 are shown as examples. The
segments can be moved, lengthened, shortened, or deleted
after users lay them on the canvas. Pressing the Generate
button sends an HTTP request[10] with all front-end infor-
mation about the songs and the user’s edits to the server.
The system chooses the appropriate segments of each song,

as well as the global tempo and key for the mashup. When
the mashup is rendered, users can press the play button to
listen to their creation.

4.1 Back-End Server
We host our own server to manage the song library and pro-
cess client requests. Figure 2 shows the back-end workflow.
Once a song is downloaded and processed, it is saved in the
library.

Figure 2: Back-end workflow

4.1.1 Pre-processing
The metadata and audio samples of the song are down-
loaded using the Spotify API and Youtube using the SpotDl
library1 respectively. We use BeatNet [5] to compute down-
beats of the song using the offline non-causal mode. We
then separate the sources of the song using demucs [2] into
Vocals, Bass, and Drums for their corresponding lanes and
all other instruments into the Chords lane. Each source is
passed through our silence detection algorithm which is run
on every downbeat, filtering out beats that are silent. The
final downbeat time values are saved as part of the song
metadata as JSON.

1https://github.com/spotDL/spotify-downloader



4.1.2 Front-end Data Parsing
The songs selected, the position, and length of each block,
and its corresponding lane, are sent to the server using
HTTP requests. Metadata such as tempo, key, and mode
for each song are used to calculate the optimal tempo, and
pitch of the final mashup.

4.1.3 Lane Creation
Each of the four lanes (Vocals, Chords, Bass and Drums)
are created by generating every segment in that lane in-
dividually and then putting them together at the position
as defined by the user. The audio segments are stochas-
tically chosen based on the position and length requested
by the user using the non-silent bounds from the metadata.
This block of audio is time-stretched and pitch-shifted to
the optimal tempo and pitch using elastique Pro [13]. If no
non-silent block of the required length is present, a segment
of smaller length is selected and looped to fit the required
length.

4.1.4 Optimal Tempo and Pitch
The optimal tempo is calculated as the mean of the tempos
of the selected songs. If the tempo of one song is far greater
or smaller than the rest of the songs, this tempo is either
halved or doubled in order to bring the value closer to the
tempos of the other songs.
For calculating optimal pitch, the modes of all the se-

lected songs are considered to be minor or major by con-
verting the songs to either the relative minor or major. This
is decided by prioritizing a minimal difference in the orig-
inal key and the final key for each song. The pitches are
then averaged to get the optimal pitch.
The evaluation of these algorithms is discussed in section

5.

4.2 Front-End User Interface
After a series of design ideas, we settled on a canvas-like
”building block” for the interface. The first version was ac-
cessible via web browser. A second iOS version was later
built after revising a few features and streamlining the in-
terface.

4.2.1 Web Interface
The web interface is designed using the Vue.js framework2.
It allows users to drag and drop up to four songs from the
left pane of the interface into a 4-lane ”canvas” on the right
as shown in figure 3. The interface allows users to search
for and preview songs.
Users can drag desired songs to any of the lanes including

Vocals, Chords (Instruments in the web version), Bass, and
Drums and adjust their length, then press the Generate
button to queue the mashup.
The interface provides a ”Surprise Me” button (”Luck-

yMe” in the web version) that randomly selects from pre-
pared layouts based on popular song structures, along with
a simplifying feature ”Choose for Me” that automatically
selects 4 songs from the Library.
As users listen to their mashup, the interface provides a

”play head” cursor across the four lanes and highlights the
segments the users are listening to in real-time. This feature
attempts to create engaging, continuous listening, allowing
users to anticipate the next sections of the song based on
the upcoming album art. At the bottom of the interface,

2https://vuejs.org

users can interact with past mashups by selecting previous
creations for further editing or listening. Users can also
name and download their mashups.

”Lane Link” and ”Section Sync” buttons were added for
testing the back-end functionality to improve the quality
and coherency of mashups. These features were not in-
tended to be user-controlled, rather they were added to
garner research feedback to inform how the system could
more consistently generate pleasing mashups (RQ3).

Lane Link : If the same song appears in multiple lanes at
the same time, the system chooses the segments from the
same location of the song to improve coherency.

Section Sync: The placement of a segment within any
lane would correlate generally to the corresponding place-
ment of the segment in the original song. For example, a
segment that occurs on the first measure would be chosen
from the beginning of the original song.

Figure 3: Mixboard Web Interface

4.2.2 iOS App
The dark mode of the interface is shown in figure 1. This
version leverages all the features of the web interface with
a few notable changes. Users no longer need to hit Gener-
ate. The Play button generates and plays the composition.
Users have the option to create “short” 16-bar or “long” 32-
bar mashups. For the iOS version, the lane mixing happens
on the device instead of the back-end. This enables the
users to mute or preview lanes independently. The search
is split into two sections: Library for pre-processed songs al-
ready on our server, and Spotify for songs that needs to be
downloaded. Song segments can overlap to create smoother
transitions. Lastly, users are prompted to sign-up and sync
their Spotify account; this serves as foundation for future
personalization and recommendation features. By creating
an account, user-created mashup sessions are automatically
saved on the Firestore database3.

5. EVALUATION
We conducted two studies to evaluate the web interface,
each with a different set of research questions, recruiting 45
subjects aged 18-27 with less than a year of music mixing or
composition experience. The studies were screen recorded
with audio, along with participant feedback and question-
naire. Participants had up to 30 minutes to interact with
the system, followed by a semi-structured interview.

After the interview, participants completed a 20 ques-
tion survey using a 5-point Likert scale [6]. The first seven
questions evaluate the measures created by Louie et al [7].
These measures were chosen as they were designed to assess
co-creativity with a musical AI system:
The Engaging, Trust, and Speedmeasures were chosen to as-
sess RQ1. The Creative expression, Learning, Uniqueness,

3https://firebase.google.com/



Ownership, Control, and Automation measures were cho-
sen to inform RQ2. The Completeness measure, listening
test preferences, and interview questions applied to RQ3.
The final ten Standard Usability Scale questions focused on
assessing RQ1. Survey data was aggregated to generalize
findings quantitatively by assessing the measures of central
tendency of each study group. Observational notes, ques-
tions, and comments were qualitatively coded in order to
conduct a thematic analysis on the most common requests,
confusions, and complaints.

5.1 Study 1 - Usability
Study 1 involved 13 male and 12 female participants and
was aimed at investigating RQ1 and RQ2, focusing on eval-
uating user experience and balance between automation and
control. In order to test the system usability and intuitive-
ness, we designed a between-subjects mixed study, where
one group received a system tutorial before beginning the
experiment, and the other group did not. This was the only
difference between the groups.

5.2 Study 2 - Mashup Quality
Study 2 explored RQ3 through testing a variety of features
designed to improve the quality of the musical outcome. It
involved 11 male and 9 female participants. For this study,
all participants were provided with a tutorial to explicitly
explain the Lane Link and Section Sync features. After
following Study 1 protocol, subjects took a listening test,
where they were asked to listen to three pairs of system-
generated mashups. Two of them featured the same four
songs placed identically within the canvas which compared
Lane Link or Section Sync respectively. The third pair com-
pared two algorithmic approaches for determining the key
and tempo of a mashup. The study aimed at evaluating
whether the tracks in vocals should receive a greater weight,
or if each track should be equally evaluated in determining
the key and tempo.

6. RESULTS
Results from the 20 Likert-scale measures are shown in Fig-
ure 4. We found that Mixboard was found to be significantly
engaging (mean (µ) = 4.4, standard deviation (σ) = 0.86),
trustworthy (µ = 4.6, σ = 0.65),
easy to learn (µ = 4.5, σ = 0.78),
not unnecessarily complex (µ = 1.4, σ = 0.58), and
not overly cumbersome (µ = 1.7, σ = 0.88).

On average, Group B participants spent less time editing
any particular set of songs (X̄ = 4.6 minutes) than Group A
(X̄ = 5.5 minutes). Group B participants generated more
compositions (X̄ = 15 mashups) than Group A (X̄ = 11
mashups). These findings indicate that the interface was
intuitive and did not require a tutorial to provide improved
results. The high number of total mashups paired with
the lower editing times also demonstrate how engaging the
experience was.
Of the 17 participants in Study 2 who were questioned

about pitch and tempo calculations, 13 preferred the vocal
weighted algorithm. 11 preferred the mashup with Section
Sync turned on, and 12 preferred the mashup with Lane
Link turned on. Additionally, the inclusion of Lane Link
and Section Sync may have made the system less intuitive,
noted by the increased scores for the learning, technical sup-
port, and need for more learning measures, as seen in Table
6. These findings informed how the algorithms should be
developed, addressing RQ3.

Measure Study 1A Study 1B Study 2
Learning 3.5 3.4 3.9

Technical Support 1.8 1.5 2.2
Need for More Learning 2.4 2.5 2.9

Table 1: Averaged measures across studies

7. OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION
Regarding RQ1, the system proved to be engaging as indi-
cated by only four participants ending the session early.

Participants used different approaches to composing. Some
started with a single segment on a track and generated mu-
sic lane-by-lane, which is similar to findings from Louie et
al.’s Cococo[7]. Some participants used LuckyMe, but none
solely relied on it. Mixboard also allowed some participants
to learn more about music. One participant said, ”I thought
bass and drum was the same, but it wasn’t I guess.” (P43).
Another participant shared, ”I didn’t really have anything
in mind that I wanted to create, but I did accomplish ex-
perimenting with different sounds... I learned a lot from it”
(P30). These commentaries, supported by the high score in
the Learnability, shows how the system sparked creativity.
RQ2 explored the balance between individual and auto-

mated actions. In Study 1, participants were asked who
contributed more to the created music: themselves and/or
the system? 23 of 25 participants agreed with ”The mu-
sic created was due to a mixture of my and the system’s
contributions”; When asked to decide which was more au-
tonomous, Figure 5 shows 17 of 23 participants stated they
had more autonomy than the system. Generally, partici-
pants who used the LuckyMe and Random song(s) features
attributed more autonomy to the system.

Previous experience and specific goals both influenced
users to desire more control. 8 participants who shared
that they had prior experience with audio or video editing
software requested more control over their musical compo-
sitions. Figure 6 shows the responses from Study 1 when
asked, ”Were you able to accomplish what you were hoping
to create?”2 of the 3 participants who stated ”No”had more
ideas than time allowed. 26 of the 45 participants wanted
to select specific segments. A participant who stated they
felt neither creative nor not creative shared, ”The option to
choose the segments would’ve given me a lot more freedom.”
(P31).

8. CONCLUSION
In this work, we designed and developed a web / iOS app
called Mixboard that enables music novices to generate mu-
sically coherent mashups with an effective level of control.
Users can choose up to 4 songs from the server library or
Spotify. The AI-informed back-end automatically splits the
sources into corresponding stems and appropriate tempo,
pitch, and segments for the mashup. LuckyMe / Surprise
Me provides intelligent layouts that can be modified by the
user. Users can co-creatively work with the system to ex-
plore their musical creativity without the knowledge of a
DAW or waveform editing. The AI leverages tools from
DSP and MIR, as well as established music theory.

8.1 Future Work
We intend to focus on refining the iOS version. We will con-
tinue conducting a thematic analysis of notes taken during
the research studies.

While user feedback suggests the system should allow for
greater user control, we will strategically evaluate if pursu-



Figure 4: Mashup attributes and System Usability Scale

Figure 5: Contribution of the mashup - AI or me?

ing control features would deviate from Mixboard’s original
motivation. We are currently working on improving the au-
tomated song selection to provide songs that sound better
with each other based on harmonic and tempo similarity.
We also plan to improve the automatic mixing of segments
which currently employs a normalize and add strategy.

8.2 Ethical Standards
This project was developed by Georgia Tech students for
academic purposes. The human subjects research was ap-
proved by the Georgia Tech Institutional Review Board.
Informed consent was collected verbally and in writing at
the beginning of each research study. Anonymized data was
stored in a secure drive only accessible to the researchers in-
cluded on the IRB protocol.
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